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ABSTRACT 
The staggering growth in communication technology and usage of public domain channels i.e. Internet has greatly 

facilitated transfer of data. However, such open communication channels have greater vulnerability for security threats 

from access to unauthorized information. Steganography, the art and science of communicating in a way which hides the 

existence of the communication, is being used to counter these threats. 

This dissertation presents an analysis of Least Significant Bit based Steganography, Discrete Cosine Transform and 

Discrete Wavelet Transform based Steganography. LSB based Steganography embedded in the text message has least 

significant bits of digital picture. DCT based Steganography too is embedded in the text messages of least significant bits 

of the Discrete Cosine coefficient of digital picture. It works by slightly changing each of the images in the video, to the 

extent that these are not noticeable to the human eye.  Now information is stored in the wavelet coefficients of an image 

instead of changing it into bits of the actual pixels for DWT based Steganography.  

 

.I. INTRODUCTION 

Introduction to Steganography 

Before the invention of digital means, traditional methods were being used for sending or receiving messages.Prior to 

phones and mails, the messages were sent on foot. Where privacy was of prime concern, the following ways of ensuring 

security were used:   

1. Choosing the messenger capable of delivering the message securely. 

2.  Writing the message using such notations that the actual meaning of the message is concealed. 

3. Hiding the message in such a way that even its presence can’t be predicted. 

With the acceptance of digital techniques in society for sending or receiving messages in large scale, the need of 

techniques to make that transmission secure also arose. One such technology is Steganography. The word 

“Steganography” comes from the Greek language [1]. 

 

Steganos, mean covered or secret and Graphy, means writing or drawing. Therefore, Steganography literally means 

covered writing. It is the art and science of hiding information in such a way that its presence be not detected and a 

communication also happens. Secret information is encoded in a manner that the very existence of the information is 

concealed. Paired with the existing communication methods, Steganography can be used to carry out hidden 

exchanges. Its main goal is to communicate securely in a completely undetectable manner and to prevent arising of 

suspicion about the transmission of a hidden data. It is not only to stop others from knowing the hidden information, but it 
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is also to keep them thinking that the information does not even exist. If the Steganography method creates suspicion in 

someone about the carrier medium, this indicates that the method has failed. Until recently, Information Hiding 

Techniques received lesser attention from the research community and from industry than Cryptography. 

 

Modern Steganography 

Steganography is the technique of hiding the message in such a way that no one except the intended recipient is aware of 

its existence.  Digital images, audio files, video files, text files, executable files and even voice can be used as carriers for 

this purpose [3]. 

When a Steganography system is to be developed, it is important to consider what could be the most appropriate cover 

work, and also as to how the Stegogramme is to reach its recipient. With the Internet offering so much functionality, there 

are many different ways to send messages to people without anyone knowing about their existence. For example, it is 

possible that an image could be sent to a recipient via email. Alternatively, it might be posted on a web forum for all to 

see, and the recipient could log onto the forum and download the image to read the message. Of course, although 

everyone can see the Stegogramme, they will have no reason to suspect that it has anything more than an image.  

In terms of development, Steganography is comprised of two algorithms, one for embedding and the other for extracting. 

The embedding process is concerned with hiding a secret message within a Cover Work, and it is the most carefully 

constructed process of the two. A great deal of attention is paid to ensuring that the secret message goes unnoticed to a 

third party who should not be able to intercept the Cover Work. This extracting process is traditionally a much simpler 

process as it is simply an inverse of the embedding process where the secret message is revealed at the end. Two inputs 

are required in Steganography Process: 

 

1. Secret Message - usually a text file that contains the message you want to transfer 

2. Cover Work - used to construct a stegogramme that contains a secret message 

The next step is to pass the inputs through the Stego-system Encoder, which will be carefully engineered to embed the 

message within an exact copy of the Cover Work so that minimum distortion is made. The lower the distortion, the better 

are the chances of undetectability. 

II - LITERATURE REVIEW 

Constantine Manikopoulos, et.al. in 2002 presented the results of Steganography Detection System applications for the 

detection of block DCT-based stego images. The gray-scale images were segmented by them into 8x8 blocks. According 

to the authors, the differences in the coefficients of the block DCT transformthe Original and Stego images from the 

original. The SDS statistical pre-processing to be utilized, they assure, over an observation region of the image to achieve 

perfect detection rate with no misclassification. 

Mehdi Kharrazi, Husrev T. Sencar, et.al. in 2004 starting with the earliest algorithm proposedpresented a review of LSB 

technique a number of embedding algorithms. At some point, according to them, LSB seemed to be unbreakable. But as 

natural images were better understood, newer models were created. As a result, they assured, LSB gave way to new and 

more powerful algorithms which try to minimize changes to image statistic. 

Po-Yueh Chen and Hung-Ju Lin in 2006 have tried to show as to how the secret messages are embedded in the high 

frequency coefficients resulting from Discrete Wavelet Transform.  According to them, coefficients in the low frequency 

sub-band can be preserved unaltered to improve the image quality.  They have provided two operation modes and 5 cases 

are for selection. The authors have held that the PSNR is still a satisfactory value and even the highest capacity case can 

be applied through it. According to them, no message can be extracted without the Key matrix and decoding rules. To 

reduce the extra data in the stego-images they hold, one has to compress the size of Key matrix as far as possible. 

Fadhil Salman Abed and Nada Abdul Aziz Mustafa in 2010 have tried to combine Steganographyand Cryptography for 

hiding a text in an image in a way that prevents, as much as possible, any suspicion of the hidden text. According to them, 

this algorithm can be divided into two main parts: hiding the text of the sender and extracting it by the receiver. They have 
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shown that, the PSNR value increases with the increase of the secret message length and that the hiding time increases 

with large images. 

FahimIrfanAlam, et. al. in 2011 has dealt with the embedding to secure data within an image based on substitution 

method. According to them, this provides the scope for large amount of secret message hiding within digital images. They 

have shown that, least significant bit substitution method be used to encrypt the message in image file. They had held that 

noise filtering at the beginning of the process is to ensure that noise-free data is transmitted through the image for 

improving the performance of LSB as it is very simple by nature. Besides, after the extraction of the secure message at the 

receiver portion of the network, Automatic Repeat request method can be used in this context. 

III. Proposed Algorithm Design 

A. Figure: - Flow Chart of Proposed Model 

 

B. Algorithm to Embed text Message.
 

Step 1. Read the cover image and text message which are to be hidden in the cover image. 

Step 2. Convert text message in binary 

Step 3. Calculate LSB of each pixels of cover image 

Step 4. Replace LSB of cover image with each bit of secret message one by one 

Step 5. Write Stego image 

Step 6. Calculate the Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio of the Stego Image, percentage of the 

error  occurred  in the recovered data in terms of Character Error Rate and Correlation coefficient. 

Step 7. Apply the different attacks on the Stego-image such as Gaussian by varying noise variance. Compute PSNR, 

recovered data in terms of Character Error Rate and Correlation coefficient 
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C. Algorithm to retrieve text Message. 

Step 1. Read the Stego image 

Step 2. Calculate LSB of each pixels of stego image 

Step 3. Retrieve bits and convert each of the 8 bits into character 

IV- Conclusion 

 

The LSB based Steganography, DCT based and DWT based Steganography were applied by us to compute PSNR, CER 

and to find out the Correlation coefficient ratio. We found that if PSNR ratio is high then images are better quality. CER 

was used for the measurement of recovered data. The robustness of spatial and transform domain Steganography 

algorithms on digital images have been evaluated by using Gaussian Noise. Comparison of LSB based and DCT, DWT 

based Stego images  revealed that PSNR ratio of LSB based Steganography scheme is higher than Frequency domain 

based  Steganography scheme for all types of images Gray scale as well as Colour. DCT based Steganography scheme 

works perfectly with minimal distortion of the image quality in comparison to LSB based Steganography. Even though 

the amount of secret data that can be hidden by using this technique is smaller as compared to LSB based Steganography, 

DCT based Steganography scheme is being recommended by us as it ensures minimum distortion of image quality. LSB 

insertion is more vulnerable to even the most harmless and usual transformations.Whereas, in DWT Based 

Steganography, coefficients in the low frequency sub-band could be preserved unaltered for improving the image quality. 

This is due to the different characteristics of DWT coefficients in different sub-bands. Since the most essential portion 

(the low frequency part) remain unchanged, when the secret messages are embedded in the high frequency sub-bands 

corresponding to the edges portion of the original image, PSNR is being recommended. 
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